
	  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date: February	  5,	  2014
Subject: Answers to Questions:

APC RFA No. GH-‐012	  – Providing Technical	  Assistance to Integrate Family Planning into
Conservation Programs within the Lake Victoria Basin

1.	 Question: Does the term Lake Victoria Basin include most of Kenya or does it only include the
counties	  bordering the waters	  of the lake?

Answer: The area	  of intervention under this award is what is formally designated by the 
countries surrounding the Lake as part of the Lake Basin ecological region,	  and is not 
necessarily limited	  to	  communities on the	  shores of the	  Lake.

2.	 Question: The Lake Victoria	  Basin includes communities living at the lake shores	  and the greater
part of the Basin	  further away from the lake shores, such as	  Mount Elgon.	  We	  wanted to seek
clarification if this	  call is restricted only to communities living at the lake shores.

Answer: See answer to Question 1.

3.	 Question:Must the recipient	  be based in the Basin? Are those working in the basin but based
else	  where eligible?

Answer: The Recipient does not need to	  be based	  in	  the	  Lake	  Victoria Basin, but the activities 
proposed to be implemented	  under this award	  must take	  place	  inside	  the	  Lake	  Basin	  region. 
The Recipient must already	  be implementing	  activities in the Basin and must demonstrate	  
their ability to continue to work in this area.	  The Recipient must be a local	  or regional	  NGO,	   
international Private Voluntary Organization,	  Non-Governmental Organization,	  or 
Community-Based Organization that is	  legally registered in the principal	  country where they 
will operate.

4.	 Question:Must the recipient be based in the Lake Victoria Region or even those who work with
communities	  but are based elsewhere be accommodated?

Answer: See answer	  to Question 3.

5.	 Question: The call indicated that the applicant partners with at least four local	  Non
governmental organizations, we	  wanted to ask	  if we	  could also partner with	  governmental
organizations based	  in	  the Lake Victoria Basin who could also incorporate family planning in
their	  conservation programs.

Answer: It is possible for Applicants to partner with governmental	  organizations,	  but
partnerships with	  NGOs are preferable.	  If an Applicant does propose	  a partnership	  with a
governmental organization, they should provide a strong justification of why this partnership
is necessary. 
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Answers to Questions: APC RFA	  No. GH-‐012	  – Providing Technical	  Assistance to Integrate Family
Planning into Conservation Programs within the Lake Victoria Basin

6.	 Question: In your request for CVs of key team members, we wanted to clarify if the applicant
should have already recruited all members	  of the team needed	  to	  implement the project, or if it
is fine to only identify the positions of the team members we need	  to	  implement the work.

Answer: Applicants should identify individuals to fill Key Personnel positions and should 
include CVs in an appendix that	  demonstrate their expertise and experience. The staffing	  plan	  
should also identify individuals for non-key positions and	  briefly describe	  their roles, 
responsibilities	  and experience. CVs are not required for non-key personnel at this time.
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